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Technologies to connect school and 
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I. Studie I 
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 Extending Experiences through ‘digital variations’ 
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BloomyPro tool 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txIyvPWYwKw
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● Research questions: 

○ RQ1: How do apprentices explore designvariations? 

○ RQ2: Can a digital tool support the process ? 

○ RQ3: Can we support design exploration by providing a structure 

that combines information with concrete realisation? 



Problem 
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interpretation 
preference, occasion, 
personality, character,  
general discription, ... 

Design 

exploration 
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theory, intuition, experience, 
searching for examples, ... 



I. Study 
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Exercise: Create a digital bouquet for a virtual customer 

a virtual customer asks for a bouquet 

● The apprentice is exploring the design variations 

● Complete design with bloomypro 

Customer 

information 

Design exploration Bouquet designing 



<Graph interface> <Linear interface> 

How do learners explore the space of the possible variations? 

BloomyGraph: Bouquet design exploration tool 





Graph condition 

Linear condition 

Starting point 

Final choice 

How do learners explore the space of the possible variations? 



II. Erweiterung 
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● Own pictures→ deep learning → digital variations 



 

II. Studie II 
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Expanding experience:  die Zeit Dimension 

 

○ How would your garden look in summer? 

○ How would it look like in 5 years? 

○ Is this plant in the shadow in the evening? 

○ In this garden, which plants would blossom in 

May? 
social 

generative 

time 



Gardener VR 
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● Drone to capture the environment 

● Head-mounted display + control for intuitive garden design 



Gardener VR 
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Gardener VR 
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Gardener VR 
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Gardener VR 
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II. Studie III 
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Situation: 

Mrs. Jonas loses more and more the connection 

between the present and the past. Although she is 

already over 80 years old herself, she asks about her 

mother. She says that she has already spent too much 

time here [in the old people's centre], that her mother is 

worried and that she has to go home as soon as 

possible. However, the mother died 20 years ago. 



Option 1: But Mrs. Jonas, your mother died many years ago.  

Option 2: Mrs. Jonas, you grew up in the Grünewaldviertel, is 

that true ? 

Option 3: Mrs. Jonas, yes, the time has already passed very 

quickly. Did you like it here? 

Reaction 1: Mrs. Jonas starts crying and calls for her mother. 

Reaction 2: Mrs. Jonas pauses for a moment and seems in 

thought. Yes, that's true! In the Grünewald quarter. The best 

quarter of the world! 

Reaction 3: Mrs. Jonas says, yes, looks angry and moves on to 

the exit. 
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